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“Affairs of the Heart”
Romantic Trios for Oboe, Viola, and Piano

Unique to Ensemble Schumann is the striking individuality of each of our three instruments, 
melded into one warm and compelling voice. Many of the works we present were written ini-
tially for other instruments, and  much of our repertoire comes from the heart of 19th century 
Europe, where colorful textures, dramatic expression and effusive emotion reigned—hence 
the title of our program! 

We begin with music by our name-sake Robert Schumann, who had a soft spot for oboe and 
viola. ‘Fairy Tales’ Trio (actually for Clarinet or Violin, Viola and Piano) was premiered by 
Schumann’s wife Clara, who reported his satisfaction with the work’s ‘höchst romantisch’ sen-
sibility.  We follow with works by the younger Herzogenberg and Bruch, who were educated 
by musicians connected to Schumann’s circle. Herzogenberg’s Trio was written for Oboe, 
Horn and Piano in a classically-molded, 4-movement format beloved by his friend Brahms.  
Bruch’s 8-movement cycle has become a staple of the Clarinet-Viola-Piano repertoire, though
it initially called for Harp as well (you’ll hear its echoes in the ardent ‘Romanian Melody’). For 
19th century musicians, Bach’s music was a beacon of human expression: we end with his 
serene ‘Jesu Joy of Man’s Desiring’, introduced by Erik Entwistle (who arranged it for us) from
beautiful Sanibel Island, FL.    

You will hear our voices throughout the program, and in a live 30-minute post-concert Q&A on
Zoom we will also join together virtually, to converse about this gorgeous musical realm. 

Concert Broadcast

Introduction—Ensemble Schumann (Sally Pinkas) (0'35”)



Introduction to Schumann—Sally Pinkas (1'22”)

Robert Schumann (1810-1856), Märchenerzählungen (Fairy Tales), Op.132 (1853) – 
TT 7’45”

I. Lebhaft, nicht zu schnell (3’10”)
III. Ruhiges Tempo, mit zartem Ausdruck (4’35”)

Introduction to Herzogenberg —Tom Gallant (1'16”)

Heinrich von Herzogenberg (1843-1900), Trio in D Major for Oboe, Viola and Piano, 
Op. 61 (1889) – TT 22’00”

I. Allegretto (6’35”)
II. Presto (4’20”)
III. Andante con moto (5’35”)
IV. Allegro (4’45”)

Introduction to Bruch— Steve Larson (2'37”)

Max Bruch (1838-1920)— Eight Pieces, Op.83 (1908) – TT 11’00”

II. Allegro con moto (2’30”)
V. Rumänische Melodie, Andante (4’50”)
IV. Allegro agitato (3’30“)

Thank you, and invitation to Zoom—Ensemble Schumann (0'28”)

Introduction to Bach from Sanibel Island, Florida—Erik Entwistle (YouTube)

Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)—‘Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring’ (1723), from 
Cantata BWV 147, arr. Entwistle (3’30”)

EPE Demo

Bruch, II. Allegro con moto (2’30”)

For more information or to book Ensemble Schumann, please contact Oni Buchanan at 
oni@immersphere.io.


